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A child observes the arrival of spring and its effects on plants and animals. Includes suggestions for

nature study projects. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I love books about the seasons, and this is one of the best I have read to my children. The wording

is perfect - full of everything fun for kids about the season, and the illustrations are beautiful. Also, at

the end of the book is a list of activities to do in the springtime with kids. We have the fall book, too,

and are anxiously awaiting the winter and summer books to be released.

Beautiful art work. Inspired paper cutting art. Definitely a good feeling after the long winter. Bought

to read to my Grands. After reading, we made spring paper cutting art. Perfect reading and

inspriation.

As a first grade teacher, I am always searching for theme oriented books. This book was

informative, held the attention of my students and had beautiful illustrations!

Our family enjoyed this book so much! My young children enjoyed the beautiful pages throughout



the book, and the creative, poetic words helped reinforce the creative writing theme we were

studying in our homeschooling. I recommend this book!

Wonderful illustrations. Very description wording. I would prefer if the rhymes were consistent

throughout the book, and I think the book covers such a wide range of information about the spring

that some of it gets lost of preschoolers.

I pick this book because it was so careful and I'm glad I did. It explain Spring to preschoolers in a

way they could understand. They asked a lot of questions and the book gave them answers!

Well, I like it but my son does not. He finds it boring and after one read, wanted to give it away.

Sometimes we get caught up in what we want our kids to enjoy, and forget who THEY are.

I guess I wasn't paying attention, so I was expecting this book to be hardcover. It's paperback, so

it's not as durable as I expected. Otherwise, it is great!
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